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bush land into farms Much of the tree destruction ma\
be useless since it is often found after clearing that the area
is fitted to produce trees and nothing else This is particularly
the case in, the hill sections of the eastern highlands where
uncontrolled deforestation has had far reaching effects
especially upon the flow of streams The undergrowth and
debris of the forest floor acts as a sponge to retain moisture
as a mat to retard evaporation and as a protectn e pad against
erosion Forests act as regulators strainers and purifiers
of the surface \\ater and allow the \\ater to dram slowly
into the channels When the forest is removed rainfall runs
off the surface immediately taking with it the top soil by
sheet erosion The creeks and nvers run bankers but the
channels become choked \\ith the rubbish swept do~\\n from
the higher levels Worst of all the summer \\mter balance
of the river flow is destroyed and the streams tend to
become dry in the summer
Wood in some form or other is for man a prime necessity
and the further he advances the greater becomes his
dependence upon the forests Timber in the wide range of
constructional work pulp m paper making or cellulose for
the manufacture of rayon are every year making heavier and
heavier demands upon the forest resources In the light of
these urgent needs Australia cannot be regarded as a well
forested countr} A modern community should de\ote about
5 per cent of its area to forests Australia s percentage is
less than half of the proportion necessary The influence of
selfish commercial interests and the apathv concerning forest
problems such as the dreadful waste every >ear through bush
fires is reducing even this proportion b> hundreds of
thousands of acres each year The ruin and waste of the
past defy description and the damage in many places can
never be repaired Forestry in Australia is yet in its infancy

